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1. Case Description

• Overview

• Solver selection

2. Meshing

3. Boundary Conditions

4. Properties and initialization

5. Run preparation

6. Simulation

7. Results processing

8. Simulation with rotating blades
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Overview (1/2): S olidsconcentration:
• 5.0E-3 in 90% of the volume
• 1.0E-4 in the top 10% volume

W aterproperties:
• ρ = 1000 kg/m3
• Newtonian fluid

• ν = 1.78E-06 m2/s

S ludgeproperties:
• ρ = 1042 kg/m3
• Non-Newtonian fluid

• Bingham plastic
• (same as the clarifier case)

1 m

1.4 m

0.257 m

0.24 m

0.08 m

0.08 m

This is a simplified case, with vertical blades.

The dimensions and orientation of the blades are
related to the meshing strategy used for this example
(the blades are created after the mesh is done).

(More details in the next slide...)
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Overview (2/2):
Multiple-Reference Frame (MRF) modelling
will be used for the rotation of the blades
around the axle.

This modelling will be applied to the inside of
the internal cylinder shown on the left.

The MRF region should include the critical
region of fluid that is influenced by the
rotation of the blades. The whole domain
could be defined as using MRF, but there are a
few downsides to that.

0.48 m

0.887m
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Solver selection:
driftFluxFoam

Solver for 2 incompressible fluids using the mixture
approach with the drift-flux approximation for
relative motion of the phases.

Used for simulating the settling of the dispersed
phase and other similar separation problems.

Brennan, D., “The Numerical Simulation of Two-
Phase Flows in Settling Tanks”, PhD Thesis, Imperial
College, January 2001
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Meshing (1/4)
The mesh generation strategy in this case relies heavily on mesh manipulation, given that this is just an
example case on how to use MRF and overall case set-up.

The following steps are shown in the next 2 slides:

1. Generate a pseudo-2D mesh that provides a vertical section cut of the cylinder, without the inside
of the axle.

2. The side of the 2D mesh that is on the section cut is then rotated 180 or 360 degrees, to create
the 3D tank.

3. Then select the cell faces inside this 3D mesh that are to be converted into blades.

4. Create the baffles (one patch on each side of the cells) from the selected cell faces.

5. Finally, select the cells that will be rotating using MRF.

6. When doing less than 360 degrees, create the cyclic patches that bridge the flow between the
rotated sections that are exposed.

Aside from the way the blades are created, this meshing strategy can be used for creating the background mesh
to be used by snappyHexMesh. The selection of the MRF region can be done with snappyHexMesh or topoSet.
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Meshing (2/4)
1. pseudo-2D mesh 2. Rotate 180 or 360 degrees (shown 360)
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Front patch is the one
that will be rotated 180
or 360 degrees
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Meshing (3/4)
3. Selection of faces for blades
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In red is a rough indication of what the selection box
looks like.

The white edges show the faces that are selected by
the red selection box.

The objective is for the selection box to catch all of
the centers of the faces that are meant to be
selected, both in this X-Z plane, as well as along the Y
direction.

This strategy does not allow the creation of inclined
blades on its own, because it only allows the
selection of faces in the mesh that are already in the
correct locations.

Similarly, the selection of the cells that will have the
MRF modelling, is done with a selection cylinder.

Meshing (4/4)
1. Go inside case folder

cd s05_MixingTankWithRotatingBlades

2. Copy folder “s01_Start_Decantation” into something with a name of your liking,
e.g., “myMixerDecantation”
cp –r s01_Start_Decantation myMixerDecantation

3. Now edit the Allrun.pre script to see the operations involved
nano Allrun.pre &

4. Let’s launch the mesh generation operations and wait a bit
./Allrun.pre

5. Examine the mesh with paraFoam
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Boundary conditions (1/2)
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top: slip boundary

Everything else (including blades): wall

360 degrees

west: cyclic boundary

east: cyclic boundary

180 degrees

Boundary conditions (2/2)
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Check the files inside directory 0.orig to make sure everything is correct:

1. Move into directory 0.orig

cd 0.orig

2. Edit each file in turn and examine it

nano U
nano alpha.sludge
nano epsilon
nano k
nano nut
nano p_rgh
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Properties and initialization
1. On case directory, go inside folder “constant”

cd constant

2. Examine gravity
cat g

3. Examine the turbulence model settings
cat turbulenceProperties

4. Examine the transport properties settings
cat transportProperties

Initialization, on this case, will just assume quiescent water everywhere at t= 0 s. The
sludge will be filled up to 90% of the total volume. You can confirm this by doing:

cd ../system
nano setFieldsDict
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Run preparation

1. Examine Allrun for an overview of operations
nano Allrun &

2. The basic steps are

1. Parallel decomposition
cat system/decomposeParDict

2. Renumber mesh

3. Remember to have the same number of partitions everywhere

3. Results can be merged back when done if necessary. This step is mandatory if
there will be a change in the number of partitions during the run.
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Simulation

1. Review fvSchemes and fvSolution

nano system/fvSchemes

nano system/fvSolution

2. Review controlDict

nano system/controlDict

3. Submit run
./Allrun &

4. Monitor run progress
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Results processing

1. Contour and section plots

2. Thresholds

3. Integral values
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Simulation with rotating blades (1/3)

1. Go back into the main case folder
cd ../s05_MixingTankWithRotatingBlades

2. Copy folder “s05_Start_FirstSpeed” into something with a name of your liking,
e.g., “myMixer1RPM”

cp –r s05_Start_FirstSpeed myMixer1RPM

3. Now edit the Allrun script to see the operations involved

nano Allrun &

4. Find in the Allrun script the line that refers to the folder
“s03_Simulation_Decantation” and replace the name with your own case folder
“myMixerDecantation”.
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Simulation with rotating blades (2/3)

5. Edit the file constant/MRFProperties and see how the rotating axis and speed
are defined for the MRF modelling
nano constant/MRFProperties &

6. Review controlDict

nano system/controlDict

7. Submit run
./Allrun &

8. Monitor run progress

9. Post-process with paraFoam
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Simulation with rotating blades (3/3)

Important notes:

• The way the forces are calculated by the original forces function object in
OpenFOAM 4, does not account for the correct nu values of the mixture, but does
account for the density of the mixture.

• The application meld can be used for comparing folders. For example, compare
the set-up between s05_Start_FirstSpeed for 180 degrees and
s10_Start_FirstSpeed_360 for 360 degrees.

• These cases are not configured to run in parallel, due to total number of cells in
the mesh: 9000 for 180 degrees, 18000 for 360 degrees.

• The rule of thumb is have at least 50000 cells per core, in order to have
speed-up.
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Next:
30 min break!
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